Quadra 6.0t 4 Post Lift
3ph Surface Mounted
GARAGE EQUIPMENT
since 1922

Part No.: SF/8976
See overleaf for
more information

Suitable for Class VII MOT Testing
Electro-hydraulic operation
Suitable for most long wheelbase vehicles
Descent speed control valve
Mechanical latching system

Quadra 6.0t 4 Post Lift
3ph Surface Mounted
GARAGE EQUIPMENT
since 1922

About the SF/8976
The SF/8976 has an increased platform length
making it ideal for general servicing and repair
work on even the longest wheelbase LGV vehicles
and motor caravans. The electro-hydraulic
operation ensures low maintenance, low
running costs, high durability and outstanding
performance. The Quadra 6t 4 post lift is an electrohydraulically operated platform lift. Designed
specifically to provide an intermediate capacity lift
and suitable in particular where workshop space is
at a premium. With a platform length of 6000mm
the lift is suitable both for larger light goods
vehicles such as extended wheelbase ‘sprinter’ type
vehicle and also for smaller bodied rigid trucks and
tractor units.
The platforms are a generous 650mm in width,
providing ample space for twin wheeled vehicles
with one adjustable platform. The distance
between platforms ranges from 900 -1200mm. This
ensures easy accommodation of a large range of
vehicles, including saloon cars if required.
The 6t Quadra lift incorporates a comprehensive
range of mechanical, electrical and hydraulic
safety features and conforms to CE requirements.
Installation must be onto a level workshop floor
and onto a concrete base of 160mm thickness
grade C30. A 3ph 400V power supply is required via
a 20 amp fused isolator, which should be located
adjacent to the lift motor post.

Technical specifications & dimensions
Minimum height..........................................................................190mm
Raised height...............................................................................2000mm
Maximum load...............................................................................6000kg
Dist. between tracks...................................................900 - 1200mm
Track length (including cross member)......................6000mm
Track width......................................................................................650mm
Dist between column length............................................5440mm
Dist between column width.............................................3180mm
Max. vehicle track width.......................................................2500mm
Overall length of lift assembly..........................................7010mm

Part Nos. & Ordering Information
Quadra 6t Electro/Hydraulic 6m platform 3ph,
Surface Mounted........................................................................SF/8976
Quadra 6t Electro/Hydraulic 6m platform 3ph,
Recessed................................................................................SF/8976/REC

Options & Accessories
4 tube lighting kit (neutral)...............................................OA/60113
MOT turning radius plates.................................................OA/60348
Drive through kit for surface mounted lifts............OA/60579
Drive through kit for recessed installations............OA/60580
4.0t manual jacking beam.....................................................SS/8834
4.0t air operated jacking beam......................................SS/8834/P
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All information in this document is
correct at time of publication.
Tecalemit reserves the right to
amend and alter specifications
without prior notice. Please confirm
any critical requirements with your
supplier at time of ordering.

